After its first public meeting, the Women's Assembly of the Coordinamento Migranti invites
everyone to a discussion about our future initiative, next Saturday, October 31, at 5 p.m., online
on Zoom: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82908596196
The Women's Assembly is a collective space of discussion and organization involving migrant
and italian women. In front of a pandemic that is making women poorer and everyday more
exploited, we want to make our collective voice heard, because we know that our stories are
our strength. To do this, during our second public meeting we want to discuss together not only
about the challenges we are facing but also about the tools through which we can fight back
against isolation and violence from now on, about the tools through which we can assert our
strength in everyday life and beyond, about strike as the essential organization of our anger and
strength. We will do so by inviting comrades fighting in other countries and across borders as
well, because our struggle is essential and its organization must be transnational.
In our last document we wrote that we want to make our feminism concrete. For us, this means
asking ourselves how to respond to the attack that is affecting us in different ways: how do we
respond to the blockade of residence permits, the intensification of work rhythms, the
impoverishment that exposes us to domestic violence and always imposes a double burden of
fatigue? How and where can we make our voice heard when they take away our time to fight
and we cannot free ourselves from exploitation, racism and male violence because we are
increasingly poor and isolated? The Women's Assembly is our first answer. We invite everyone
to participate in order to make it grow and become a powerful tool for our struggles, now and
in the future.

